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AUDIO  
CLARITY  

ENHANCES  
LEARNING

Flexible learning solutions embracing both on-campus and remotely 
accessed lessons have fast become the norm. Audio clarity is vital 
for ensuring the best learning experience in such environments. This 
requires full room coverage, regardless of the size and shape of the 
classroom or lecture hall. 

Shure Microflex® Advance™ Array Microphones (MXA) are meeting 
this need in a growing number of Higher Education institutions. The 
microphones in this product range are the MXA910 Ceiling Array 
Microphone, MXA710 Linear Array Microphone and MXA310 Table 
Array Microphone. Each offers unique benefits that enable a seamless 
teaching and learning experience, with several mounting options 
(ceiling, table, wall, stand, lectern) and room-size applications. 

This guide is designed to help you select the microphones that will 
give you pristine sound quality in every teaching scenario. Every use 
case is different, and our recommendations are based on current best 
practices for scenarios including a professor teaching to students 
in the room, hybrid learning and lecture capture. 
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TOUCHLESS,  
HIGH-QUALITY 
CONFERENCING 
AUDIO
The technologies offered by MXA microphones help to enhance the learning and teaching 
experience by offering easy to use, discreet and touchless high-quality conferencing 
audio that helps bring clarity and intelligibility to the voices of teachers and students 
during in-class, recorded or live streamed lectures. Steerable Coverage™ technology 
and IntelliMix® digital signal processing provide a means of capturing every voice in 
the classroom in high-quality audio for better collaboration and comprehension.

CAPTURE EVERY  
VOICE IN THE 
CLASSROOM
The unique Steerable Coverage™ technology offered by MXA microphones utilizes 
highly directional microphone coverage that can be configured in multiple areas 
throughout a classroom or lecture hall. This allows teachers and students voices 
to be captured via video conference applications or lecture capture equipment with 
clarity, no matter where they are positioned in the room. Coverage can be set and 
saved to changing room configurations and saved as presets. The MXA910 and 
MXA710 both feature Autofocus™ Technology that fine-tunes the audio pickup in 
real time, for consistent sound even if participants lean back or stand up.
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MAKING LEARNING  
EFFORTLESS WITH  
A SINGLE-SUPPLIER  
AUDIO ECOSYSTEM
Universities and colleges typically have many rooms with lots of equipment spread 
across multiple buildings in locations on a campus. An audio ecosystem that can be 
managed centrally by a remote AV/IT team ensures there is less classroom down time. 
MXA array microphones are part of the Shure Audio Ecosystem for Conferencing. With 
a product portfolio that includes the complete audio signal chain from microphone to 
DSP to the MXN5W-C Networked Ceiling Loudspeaker (pictured below), Shure provides 
networked audio solutions for learning environments of all types and sizes, with 
unmatched ease of deployment, less complexity, and remote management in a  single 
vendor audio conferencing solution.

DSP FOR  
BETTER VOICE  

INTELLIGIBILITY 

Onboard IntelliMix® digital signal processing on MXA microphones helps to remove  
unwanted noises and enhance the speech intelligibility of the talker by utilizing acoustic echo 
cancellation, noise reduction, automatic mixing, automatic gain control, compression, delay 
and equalization. MXA microphones can also be combined with the IntelliMix P300 Audio 
Conferencing Processor that  offers clean, clear sound reproduction in a half rack hardware 
unit. Multiple connectivity options on the P300 allow for seamless integration with Shure 
conferencing microphones, laptops and even mobile devices. IntelliMix Room is a software based 
audio processor for AV conferencing that installs on an in-room Windows® 10 PC. With no DSP 
hardware required, installs are simpler and meeting spaces, cleaner with vastly improved audio.
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MICROFLEX® ADVANCE™ MX A910 CEILING ARR AY MICROPHONE

   Great for live streaming, lecture capture and voice lift. 

   Eliminates all equipment clutter, leaving more room for clarity.

   Steerable Coverage, IntelliMix DSP and AutoFocus technology.

   Onboard IntelliMix DSP and AutoFocus technology.

   Zoom and MS Teams certified (when used with IntelliMix P300).

Versatile ceiling mounting options that take the equipment off 
the table and onboard IntelliMix DSP allow multiple MXA910s 
to effectively cover large teaching spaces with ease, which also 
makes it ideal for applications that include voice lift or camera 
tracking requirements.

MICROFLEX ADVANCE  
MICROPHONES FOR  
HYBRID LEARNING AND  
HYFLEX CLASSROOMS
There are different form factors offered by the Microflex Advance range that offer distinct use cases. There 
are unique differences between each microphone in the range that can be discussed in detail with a Shure 
representative to ensure you are selecting the microphone that best suits your application. 

MICROFLEX® ADVANCE™ MX A710 LINE AR ARR AY MICROPHONE

   Great for live streaming and lecture capture. 

   Available in two lengths and three colors: 

-  MXA710 2ft ( 2-16ft distance from talker)

-  MXA719 4ft (4-20ft distance from talker) 

   Steerable Coverage, IntelliMix DSP and AutoFocus technology.

   Multiple mounting options.

   MS Teams certified (when used with P300).

A sleek, linear form factor allows placement virtually anywhere 
in a meeting space, including on a wall, around a display, ceiling, 
or into a conference room table. 

MX A910  
Ceiling Array  
Microphone 

MICROFLEX® ADVANCE™ MX A310 TABLE ARR AY MICROPHONE

   Great for conferencing and collaboration spaces.

   Toroid pattern with 360º coverage, while rejecting 
sound directly from above.

   Steerable Coverage and built-in automatic mixing.

   Available in three colors (white, black, aluminum).

   Built -in programmable mute button and LED ring built in.

   Zoom and MS Teams certified (when used with IntelliMix P300) .

A low profile, table top microphone offering multiple polar 
patterns for best in class audio capture for multiple talkers 
positioned around the mic.

MX A710  
Linear Array  
Microphone 

MX A310  
Table Array Microphone 



MICROPHONE
OVERVIEW
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 CRITERIA MXA310 MXA710 2 FT. MXA710 (4 FT.) MXA910
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COLLABORATION SPACE     

MEDIUM CLASSROOM     

LARGE CLASSROOM     

AUDITORIUM/LECTURE HALL     
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WALL     

MIC STAND     

CEILING     

LECTURN     
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WEIGHT 0.798 LBS (362G) 2 LBS (0.91 KG) 3.7 LBS (1.67 KG) 11.75 LBS (5.3KG)

TALKER COVERAGE AREA 1 TO 6 FT 2 TO 16 FT 4 TO 20 FT 30 TO 30 FT
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SHURE AUDIO ENCRYPTION     

STEERABLE COVERAGE™ TECHNOLOGY     

INTELLIMIX DSP ONBOARD     

DANTE DOMAIN MANAGER     

SYSTEMON MONITORING     

DESIGNER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION     


